
 

 

ceremony of the occasion of birthday anniversary of Hazrat Zahra(SA) -
24 /Jun/ 2008

On the occasion of birthday anniversary of Hazrat Zahra (SA), the Daughter of the Noblest Messenger of Allah
Hazrat Mohammd and his honored son the late Imam Khomeini, a ceremony was held at the presence of the Islamic
Revolution Leader, Ayatollah Sayyed Ali Khamenei in Tehran.

 Ayatollah Khamenei congratulated the birthday anniversary of Hazrat Zahra (SA) and termed the daughter of the
Messenger of Allah as the word of Allah and a deep sea and said, "Love of the household of the Messenger of Allah
especially Hazrat Fatemeh Zahra is a worthy ground for intellectuals to think deeply about it and gain more insight.

 The IR Leader advised poets and eulogists to appeal to the words and traditions of the household of the Messenger
of Allah and put their talents at serve of expanding the teachings of the household.

 Pointing to high potential of the Islamic society and the propaganda and political atmosphere of the current world,
the IR Leader termed new view, high spirit full of hope, confidence in the future and being familiar with the bright
way of the Iranian nation as necessary needs of intellectuals, scholars, mediamen, elites, artists and political activists.

 "The Islamic Revolution was not a mere event in the history of Iran. It was a unique phenomenon in the history of
the world and human beings and many facts of it will be cleared in the future."

 "The world was moving towards the material conception of the life during the centuries but the Islamic Revolution
block this great trend and revived the spiritual attitudes even among the western youth," Ayatollah Khamenei said.

He said that recent insults to the Noblest Messenger of Allah indicated the influence and attraction of Islam and
defeat of the west's material imperialism and said, "Leaning to the message of Islam in the world is clear so the
heads of the west's imperialism have got confused."

Ayatollah Khamenei pointed to the division of the world to hegemonic and oppressed nations and said, "After two
hundred years the Islamic Revolution stood firmly against this move and now the heads of hegemonic system in
especially White House officials have turned into the most hatred politicians and the slogan of "Down with
America" Which was created by the Iranian nation has been stretched to the other parts of the world."

 Pointing to the enemies' plots against the Iranian nation after the victory of the Islamic Revolution and the
wonderful leadership of the late Imam Khomeini, the IR Leader said, "Really the Iranian nation and youth followed
the way of Imam Khomeini so all efforts to deviate the Revolution have been defeated and with God's favor would
be so in the future."

 Ayatollah Khamenei said the role of officials, politicians, Alims and eulogists was helping the Iranian nation in this
path and added, "Negligence, difference and laziness are damages to this movement. All influential political and
cultural figures should be cautious about their words and stances and they should now that unity is the key to all
victories and progresses."
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 The IR Leader Leader advised all people to announce their criticisms sincerely and if there is a problem all should
try to solve it.
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